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EMBEDDED LIBRARIAN

New Librarian Offers Course Specific Partnership for Professors

An embedded librarian is a librarian that is removed from the traditional library setting and placed directly into online or campus courses.

This growing field of librarianship offers professors a chance to have personalized service for their students, tailored specifically for the instructional and research needs of the course.

As learning partner, the librarian can serve in your classes in a variety of capacities including instruction, discussion boards, and forums.

Jessica Spears, McKee Library’s Embedded Knowledge Specialist, can be reached at x2009 or jspears@southern.edu.

ZONES OF STUDY

Library Offers Four Study Environments

We proudly offer four distinct study environments for patrons:

• Basement: The Silent Zone located in the former Writing Center space is a designated silent study space.
• Main Floor: This floor is for collaborative study. Students are able to talk quietly and study in groups.
• Second Floor: Designed for quiet study. Limited communication allowed.
• Third Floor: Faculty research and study located in the Lincoln Library.

KNOWLEDGEEXCHANGE@SOUTHERN

An Institutional Repository for Southern Adventist University

KnowledgeExchange@Southern, Southern’s institutional repository, is an online platform used to collect, preserve, and disseminate the university’s research and scholarly output.

Not only does it give the university the ability to showcase its intellectual caliber to prospective students, staff, and donors, it also provides faculty with a tool for efficiently managing and presenting their own research, made to be Google-searchable once submitted to the repository.

Currently housing 375 papers and one peer-reviewed journal (a second one is currently in the development stages), the repository boasts over 4,000 downloads to date.

Interested in a particular field of study? Sign up for bealerts, a free notification system that alerts you via email when content fitting your area of interest is uploaded on the repository.

If you have not yet uploaded your research onto KnowledgeExchange, please take the time to add to this growing body of knowledge by going to the Author Corner and clicking on “Submit Research”.

For detailed instructions on how to submit your research or if interested in creating a peer-reviewed journal, please email Deyse Bravo at dbrivera@southern.edu.

To visit the repository, visit www.southern.edu/knowledgeexchange or follow the link available on the library’s website, under “Tools”.

New & Noteworthy

New Reads Available in the McKee Library Collection

**The Astor Orphan**
Alexander Aldrich

**Bolivar: American Liberator**
Mare Arana

**Foundations of Modern International Thought**
David Armitage

**The Southern Vegetarian: 100 Down-Home Recipes for the Modern Table**
Justin Burks and Amy Lawrence
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